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Abstract
Choosing the accuracy of program analyses is a crucial issue when designing and developing
a partial evaluator capable of treating realistic programs, and in particular legacy software. In
this paper, we investigate the degree of accuracy of alias and binding-time analyses that is
required to successfully exploit the specialization opportunities present in the Sun commercial
implementation of the remote procedure call protocol (RPC). The Sun RPC implementation
consists of a stack of small parameterized layers. This structure is representative of a certain
programming style in operating system and network development. The analysis features that
we have explored have been implemented in Tempo, a partial evaluator for C. After automatic
specialization of the RPC using Tempo, we measured speedups up to 1.5 for complete remote
procedure calls (including network transport) and up to 3.7 for local bu er encoding alone. This
experiment suggests that partial evaluation is reaching a high level of maturity. c 2000 Elsevier
Science B.V. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Partial evaluation; Program analysis; Program transformation;
Remote procedure call (RPC)

1. Introduction
Partial evaluation has seldom been applied to realistic programs, and in particular to
legacy software. One reason is that most existing partial evaluator address functional
and logic programming languages whereas the software industry relies mainly on imperative and object-oriented programming. Another reason is that a partial evaluator
not only has to treat large programs that use most constructs of the language, but it
also has to be powerful enough to appropriately exploit the specialization opportunities
present in the code.
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An oine partial evaluator is divided into an analysis phase and a specialization
phase. The transformations straightforwardly follow from the results of the analysis.
The accuracy of the analysis phase is thus a crucial concern for both an end user
and the designer of a partial evaluator. Implementing a sound and ecient analyzer is
dicult, and later extending it to improve the precision may involve major changes.
Choosing the precision of the analyses is thus an issue that must be addressed early in
the development process of a partial evaluator. It does not mean that analyses should
be as precise as possible. Too precise analyses can be worthless or even impractical
as the computation time generally increases much with the accuracy.
The level of accuracy needed depends on the kind of programs that are targeted.
Taking this issue into account, a large part of the work in the Compose research
group concerning partial evaluation has been aimed at operating systems. Our research
has been driven by realistic examples such as the Sun implementation of the remote
procedure call (RPC) protocol. This implementation is highly generic: it consists of a
stack of small parameterized layers, which is characteristic of a certain programming
style in operating system and network implementation. This software architecture calls
for specialization [19].
The design of Tempo, our partial evaluator for C, was strongly in uenced by the
requirements of the Sun RPC case. It determined the subset of the C language to
treat as well as the major functionalities and precision of the analyses. In particular,
it motivated the improved binding-time analysis presented in [13] (included in this
issue). Subsequently, these features have proved sucient to optimize the Chorus IPC
[37], software architectures [19], interpreters [34–36], computer graphics, and scienti c
computations [17, 23]. These applications required an analysis precision equal or less
than what was needed for the Sun RPC.
The main goal of this paper is to brie y present and assess the features that a partial
evaluator must have to handle legacy system software such as the Sun RPC. We believe
this information is fundamental for people who plan to develop a specializer, as well
as for software engineers who wish to determine whether a partial evaluator matches
their needs. Space constraints prevent us from providing a thorough description of
the examples that support our study; detailed reports on the Sun RPC specialization
experiment can be found elsewhere [20, 22].
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides an introduction to the RPC
and describes the architecture of Sun’s implementation, as well as specialization opportunities and expectations. Section 3 lists the analysis features that are required to
meet those expectations. Section 4 brie y presents Tempo which implements most of
these features. Section 5 gives benchmarks on the resulting specialization of the Sun
RPC, and Section 6 concludes.
2. The Sun RPC standard protocol
The RPC protocol was introduced as a basis for the implementation of distributed
services between heterogeneous machines. This protocol has become a standard in
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distributed operating systems design and implementation. It is notably used for implementing widespread distributed services such as NFS [32] and NIS [29]. The RPC
implementation used in this paper is the commercial, 1984 copyrighted version of Sun.
Performance is a key point in RPC. A lot of research has been carried out on the
optimization of the layers of the protocol [3, 15, 24, 30, 33]. However, many of these
optimizations involve new protocols that are incompatible with an existing standard
such as the Sun RPC.
2.1. RPCs main features
The RPC protocol makes a remote procedure look like a local one. A call to a remote
procedure is done transparently on the local machine, but the actual computation takes
place on a distant machine. To that end, RPC supplies an interface between a client
(on the local machine) and a server (on the remote machine) through stub functions,
that are automatically generated from the user-speci ed signature of the procedure.
RPC performs two kinds of operations:
• It converts data between a local, machine-dependent representation and a network,
machine-independent representation. This machine-independent data representation is
standardized by the external data representation (XDR) protocol.
• It manages the exchange of XDR-encoded messages through the network.
Our study focuses on the rst point.
2.2. Specialization opportunities
The Sun RPC is composed of a set of generic, modular micro-layers. Each layer
is devoted to a small task such as managing the transport protocol (e.g., TCP or
UDP) or writing (or reading) data into the encoding bu ers (memory or stream). The
micro-layers may have several implementations. However, most of the time, given an
application, the con guration never changes.
The layers and their con guration are the sources three main specialization opportunities: the signature of a remote procedure, communication con guration parameters,
and explicit constants that are embedded in the Sun RPC routines.
• The user-de ned signature of a remote procedure (i.e., the list of types for the
arguments and return value) determines statically the exact sequence of encoding
and decoding operations for the arguments and return value of an RPC.
• The con guration of the communication is performed at initialization time, when the
user chooses the transport protocol, e.g., TCP or UDP. This choice determines the
implementation of network and bu ering operations.
• The Sun RPC code comprises various routines that are passed an explicit constant
parameter. In particular, an invariant eld of a structure that is passed as an argument
to all the layers determines the coding direction. As an example, XDR routines are
generic; they can perform both encoding and decoding.
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2.3. Specialization expectations
By exploiting the specialization opportunities listed above, a partial evaluator should
be able to eliminate safely numerous computations that performs tests, checks, and
function calls:
• Conditions that determine if an XDR routine should either decode or encode. Since
the coding direction ag is invariant for a given transfer, the condition can be evaluated away.
• I=O bu er over ow checking. Because the size of the bu ers, as well as the number
and types of the remote procedure arguments are known, it is possible to safely
evaluate away over ow checks.
• Tests of exit status at all layers. A failure here can only be the propagation of
a bu er over ow error. The knowledge of an over ow can be safely propagated
through all layers, leading to additional checks elimination.
• Indirect function calls. Since the con guration of the layer is xed, indirect function
calls between layers can be replaced by procedure calls.
• Useless function calls. Reducing code size by eliminating checks and removing indirect function calls opens new inlining opportunities.
As a result, partial evaluation tightly merges the software layers and yields a specialized implementation that merely consists of elementary copies to or from the I=O
bu ers.

3. Accuracy of analyses for specializing the Sun RPC
The heart of oine partial evaluators lies in the binding-time analysis (BTA) [5, 16].
The BTA partitions the program into static and dynamic computations. Static computations are those that only involve values that are known at specialization time. Dynamic
computations are those that may depend on values that will not be known until run
time. Given actual input values, the specialization transformation phase then evaluates static computations, and leaves dynamic constructs una ected (i.e., residualized).
The most trivial BTA simply annotates everything as dynamic. A more precise analysis can identify more static computations, which can be performed at specialization
time.
A BTA is a data- ow analysis. In the case of a language with pointers like C, it
has to take aliases into account. An alias analysis must thus precede the BTA. (Doing
both analyses simultaneously does not improve the overall results, as the alias analysis
has no use for binding-time information.) The precision of the alias analysis a ects
the precision of the binding-time information, and thus the degree of specialization:
super uous aliases to memory locations that are found dynamic force a dereference to
be dynamic as well. In the following, we consider the precision of both the binding-time
and the alias analyses.
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3.1. Intra-procedural vs. inter-procedural analyses
An intra-procedural analysis of a function has no information about the arguments
(actual parameters as well as global variables) and thus has to make conservative assumptions. On the contrary, an inter-procedural analysis exploits information depending
on the calling contexts.
In the Sun RPC, all the parameters related to communication are stored in a structure that is passed to each of the small layered functions. The BTA must thus be
inter-procedural. The alias analysis must also be inter-procedural. Otherwise (conservatively) pointer-typed arguments can point to any location; in practice this makes their
dereference systematically dynamic.
3.2. Data structure granularity
The granularity of data structure properties determines whether the analysis assigns
a single, global property to an entire C structure, or a separate property to each eld
of the structure (i.e., structure polyvariance). An intermediate alternative is to keep
separate eld properties, but to merge the properties of all instances of a given structure
type (i.e., structure monovariance).
In the Sun RPC, the current coding state is stored in a structure that contains known
con guration parameters (some of which are pointers) as well as pointer elds to
dynamic bu ers. To exploit such a partially static data structure, both the alias and the
binding-time analyses must at least be structure-monovariant.
The problem with structure monovariance is that as soon as a static eld becomes
dynamic, it cannot later become static again. This is because setting the eld of a
structure instance to static does not imply that this eld is static in all other instances.
This case occurs in the Sun RPC code for the coding direction ag because the emission and reception of data are embedded in a retry loop to handle possible network
errors. Structure polyvariance solves this problem. However, in system code in general, di erent instances of the same structure type tend to be used uniformly. Structure
polyvariance is thus generally not needed.
3.3. Context sensitivity
A context-sensitive analysis of a function determines computation properties that
can depend on the local properties at each call site, as opposed to being identical for
each call site (i.e., merging all possible properties). In the context of binding-time
properties, this feature is also called binding-time polyvariance: several instances of a
function with di erent binding times for the arguments (and the accessed store) may
coexist.
Context sensitivity is useful for the integer encoding function. This function is usually
called with dynamic data representing the Sun RPC arguments. Still, a static integer is
encoded in each client emission: the encoding of the procedure identi er. Di erentiating
between the two call contexts preserves a specialization opportunity.
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3.4. Flow sensitivity
A ow-sensitive analysis determines computation properties that can depend on program points, as opposed to being constant for a whole function where all possible
properties are merged. (This is an issue only for languages with side-e ects.)
Possible run-time errors may occur in the decoding of input bu er when receiving a
message. Testing for this error introduces dynamic conditions after which static information is lost. However, each branch of the corresponding conditionals can still exploit
the static information. To this end, the binding time must not be a global property; it
must depend on program point.
3.5. Use sensitivity
Many of the data structures used within the Sun RPC layers are partially static.
Typically, these structures are passed to a function by means of a pointer. If this pointer
is static, one would expect to statically access the static elds of the structure, and to
dynamically access the dynamic elds. However, in a traditional BTA, a computation
can only be either static or dynamic. Thus, the statement that initializes the structure
pointer must be considered dynamic. If the pointer is dynamic, then all uses of it are
considered dynamic as well, thus destroying the interest of partially static structures.
Motivated by several similar cases, the BTA of Tempo has been enhanced to be usesensitive: it allows a computation to be considered both static and dynamic when used
in static and dynamic contexts [14]. Such a computation is evaluated and exploited at
specialization time, but is also present in the residualized program.
3.6. Return sensitivity
Most of the functions in the XDR layers return a literal boolean value (expressing
success or failure) selected under a static condition. However, these functions contain
dynamic side-e ects. Consequently, all the calls must be residualized. In this case, a
traditional BTA considers that the return value is dynamic, thus inhibiting specialization
of all the callers.
A return-sensitive BTA was designed to allow a residualized function to return
a static value that can be exploited by the callers [12]. Exploiting such an analysis
requires a new specialization transformation. Alternatively, the program can be rewritten
just before specialization so as to return static results through global variables. The
rewritten functions become void functions, and are called in the residual program
for their dynamic side e ects. Returned static values and assignments to the global
variables are fully exploited and consumed at specialization time.
4. Implementation in Tempo
Our group has developed an oine partial evaluator for C, named Tempo [6, 8], that
implements the above features. Tempo supports traditional compile-time specialization
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as well as run-time specialization [9, 23], data specialization [2], and incremental specialization [18]. It is publicly available. 2
Tempo’s alias analysis is inter-procedural, structure-monovariant, ow-sensitive and
context-insensitive. Tempo’s BTA is inter-procedural, structure-monovariant, and sensitive to ow, context, use [14] and return [12]. In addition to these features, two manual transformations were necessary to successfully specialize the Sun RPC. Because
Tempo is only structure-monovariant, we had to specialize separately the emission and
the reception of network data, rather than specializing the function that sequences both
operations (cf. Section 3.2). Another very simple transformation (known in the partial
evaluation community as “the trick”) was needed to expose a specialization opportunity: the length of received data has a static expected value; however, the actual value
read from the network is dynamic because the transmission can fail. Still this value
can be exploited by making it explicit (cf. [22, Section 3.4]).
Other existing partial evaluators for C implement di erent accuracy choices. C-Mix
is a compile-time specializer [1]. Its BTA is not sensitive to ow, context, use, nor
return; it handles partially static data structures only intra-procedurally, via structure
splitting. DyC is a run-time specializer [10, 11]. It does not include an alias analysis;
aliases are handled through user annotations. The BTA is ow-sensitive but also relies
on manual annotations for partially static structures, use sensitivity and inter-procedural
features such as context sensitivity. Therefore, only Tempo is able to treat the Sun RPC
case.
The combination of the features present in Tempo has proved to be generally sufcient for the kinds of system programs we have studied so far. However, Tempo is
now also used as a back-end specializer for Java [31] using Harissa [21], a JavaVMto-C converter. In an object-oriented language like Java, di erent object instances of
the same class (which Harissa translates into a C structure) tend to be used di erently,
which results in di erent binding times. This calls for structure-polyvariance, both for
aliases and binding times. These new analysis features are currently being implemented.
5. Benchmarks
Because it implements the feature requirements listed in Section 3, Tempo is able
to exploit the specialization opportunities mentioned in Section 2.3. To assess this
specialization, we have run tests that emulate the behavior of scienti c parallel programs
exchanging large chunks of data. The test program loops on a remote procedure call
that sends and receives an array of integers. We have made two di erent kinds of
measurements, comparing the specialized code to the original one, for di erent array
sizes: (i) a micro-benchmark of the encoding process in the client, and (ii) a full roundtrip remote procedure call that includes network transport. In order to take into account
architecture-dependent aspects such as cache, memory and network, measurements have
2

Tempo home page: http://www.irisa.fr/compose/tempo.
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Fig. 1. Sun RPC performance improvement.

been done on two di erent kinds of platforms: Suns 4=50 connected with a 100 Mbits
ATM link, and PCs Pentium 100 MHz connected with a 100 Mbits Ethernet network.
On the encoding layer, the specialized code is up to 3.7 times faster than the unspecialized code for the Sun platform. The speedup is up to 3.5 for the PC platform (see
Fig. 1). On the round-trip RPC, we have a speedup of up to 1.5 for the Suns, and 1.3
for the PCs. Further details on this experiment can be found in [20, 22].

6. Conclusion
After carefully studying crucial features of the BTA and implementing them in
Tempo, the Sun RPC has been successfully specialized and signi cant speedups have
been obtained. This shows that applications of partial evaluation to industrial-strength
programs can now be considered, and yield non-trivial results. In particular, we can
now contemplate automating previous manual experiments in specialization of operating
systems code [27, 28].
This experiment illustrates the fact that partial evaluation is an appropriate and e ective tool to suppress ne-grain modularity overhead. It should encourage engineers to
write software components and applications that are generic, letting partial evaluation
take care of performance issues. Adaptability should be considered more important than
immediate eciency [7, 4].
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